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Altana Director Alignment Strategy   

Directors are very good market judges … but they don’t always get 
it right 
 

By Alphons Vermorken, PM ADAS  
 

Since the Altana Director Alignment Strategy (ADAS) started live trading 2016 it has shown that directors are the 
best judges of their company performance with the ability to outperform the market at crucial times. Academic 
research and simulated back tests have provided further confirmation. 
 
But directors do not always get it right. 

 
Since ADAS launched there have been four big down moves in markets - June 2016, February 2018, October 
2018, December 2018 and May 2019. The strategy made money over the first three [+11.11%] as it was short in 
two and neutral in one. In May 2019, for the first time, directors did not foresee adverse market events and the fund 
was net long which caused a 9.82% loss. 
 
The first quarter of 2019 saw a beta rally in the market recovering most, if not all, of the losses endured in 2018. 
However ADAS’ performance has gone sideways on the back of a mostly short to market neutral book driven by a 
mixed picture in the USA. On the one hand strong earnings in some companies has driven insiders to use the 
opportunity to purchase shares cheaply. On the other many companies have seen their earnings move down, 
leading to significant shorting by directors.  
 
While this behaviour is not unusual for ADAS it does create periods of trailing performance as a result of a net short 
book at a time the market is experiencing a beta driven rally.  

Directors can be wrong 

 

While over time directors do outperform, historically there have been several occasions when they have not 
correctly anticipated the market’s reaction to the economy.   We can draw parallels with several prior years when 
the drawdown pattern of the strategy was higher than the market despite it being long short. The strategy does not 
always work and has historic drawdowns of 12%.  
 
2010 was an interesting year that could have been good, bad or very ugly depending on the moment of investing. 
The below chart shows the growth series of this year relative to the S&P 500 index. 
 

 
Figure 1: ADAS and S&P 500 growth over 2010. Source: Altana Wealth Ltd 

 

Despite the strategy outperforming the index for the entire year and returning close to 20%, this was the year with 
the highest drawdown 11.8% - even exceeding 2008 where the drawdown was only 11%. This > 12% drawdown 
can be attributed to May and June when the strategy returned -9% for the respective months. The drawdown chart 
shows that deepest point was early June and followed by a recovery until the end of the year. Similarities between 
this event and the current return profile are that the ADAS drawdown exceeded that of the market and there were 
no shorts to counterbalance this adverse period.  
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Directors can anticipate market swings when they understand the direct effect from the behaviour of their company 
but will lag behind when it is a beta event affecting the entire economy. As we have seen in both 2016 and 2018 
even larger global market moves will eventually be mitigated. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: ADAS and S&P 500 drawdowns over 2010. Source: Altana Wealth Ltd 

 
Another specific drawdown magnifier was that two of the long positions added the book in early May severely 
underperformed. Both Opko Health Inc. (OPK US) and Hyster Yale Materials (HY US) were purchased by a large 
number of directors just before the earnings announcements but the market interpreted the results negatively and 
both stocks sold off more than 10% during the earnings call. 
 

Levered beta chasers and volatility 
 

Directors typically position themselves differently from the market, which tends to chase the Beta driven rallies that 
follow sharp corrections.  Throughout 2018 global markets witnessed volatility not seen in the last decade with the 
VIX index spiking to levels only previously seen in 2008 and 2011. Such volatility induces fear among corporate 
directors. We witnessed this during 2018 with an increased level of director selling resulting in the overall market 
exposure of the book being close to market neutral from the late summer up until the end of the year.  
 
In the first quarter of 2019 weak economic data spurred the Fed into announcing an indefinite pause in its rate 
tightening. Anticipating a rate cut later in the year, the market surged in spite of January and February’s lacklustre 
economic data. This expectation of weak earnings led corporate directors to believe it was not the right time to add 
risk. Additionally, to support their share price, corporates engaged in record share buy-back programmes of over 
$180bn.   
 
This dynamic impacted ADAS because directors split into two opposing camps following the December 2018 
market correction. Those who knew their companies had strong earnings to report and were certain of a recovery, 
took the opportunity to buy shares cheaply. Other directors believed that the economic data was most likely going 
to disappoint and as a consequence decided to sell. As a result, despite moving up in January, ADAS moved 
sideways in the first quarter, ending down 1% for the quarter. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Long and Short Signals. Source: Altana Wealth Ltd 
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We have seen this before. In early 2016 following an uncertain 2015 (ADAS: 16.33% v. SPX -0.73%), the market 
experienced a correction and a subsequent recovery. Throughout this period ADAS was net short or at best market 
neutral, thus benefitting less from the recovery. The market subsequently moved sideways and ADAS 
underperformed given the general lack of direction and volatility.  
 
In 2016 it was two strong months that drove ADAS’ outperformance (ADAS: 21.66% v. SPX: 9.54%) in September 
volatility returned and ADAS started to outperform the market. At first by not losing too much ground and 
subsequently by gaining sharply as the market found its direction upwards on the back of the Trump election. In 
2016 the drop and correction both occurred in the same calendar year whereas in this most recent case the 
correction was in December and the recovery in the new year, arbitrarily cutting off the obvious performance and 
slightly skewing the perspective.   
 

Outperforming and catching up 
 

ADAS has and will continue to experience periods when its performance trails the index only to catch up when 
volatility returns and sentiment shifts. The strategy makes use of what corporate directors signal through their 
trading of shares in their respective companies. It does not expect to consistently beat the market consecutively 
and on a monthly basis.  
 
The strategy has already had several occasions when it was trailing the S&P 500 while still delivering good overall 
returns for the year. The below chart represents the cumulative outperformance of ADAS to the S&P 500 that’s 
reset to zero at the start of every year (the chart is cut off at the top, as we are interested in the lower part). One 
can observe when the strategy trails the index, both in the back tested periods prior to 2016 but also in the past 
three years of live trading. 
 

  
Figure 4: ADAS cumulative return compared to the S&P 500. Source: Altana Wealth Ltd 

 

Historical 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

ADAS 10.8% 13.9% 8.5% 11.3% 45.7% 25.1% 19.5% 23.5% 7.5% 29.7% 9.9% 16.3% 21.9% 4.3% 15.3% -11.77% 

Long 11.8% 15.5% 16.6% 0.1% -12.5% 28.8% 21.5% 16.1% 6.9% 36.1% 13.2% 5.3% 22.7% 7.9% 1.6% 14.1% 

Short -1.0% -1.5% -7.3% 9.9% 42.6% -7.8% -1.8% 3.7% 0.1% -4.8% -3.3% 8.5% -2.6% -3.5% 11.8% -14.6% 

 
Figure 5: ADAS historical performance data 
 

 
When taking a closer look at 2012 for example, we can conclude that there were several events that pushed 
corporate America away from trading actively in their stocks. Events that stand out were a lame duck Congress that 
resulted in more uncertainty, less business investment than the norm and a potential recession. Goldman Sachs 
aptly described the situation at the time: “if we go off the cliff, the Fed keeps things very liquid and markets stabilize 
or go up.” And they did.  
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While Congress could not agree on a strategy to move forward, directors started to decrease their corporate 
exposure. A Greek bailout added further fear of a renewed global market collapse. The Fed responded by 
launching further QE and the added liquidity stabilised the situation. As fears started to recede markets set into a 
renewed rally in 2013.  
 
In such environments where there is no real direction, fear persists, yet markets don’t sell off for reasons most 
participants do not understand. This will result in ADAS trailing the market’s performance. These tend to happen at 
times of change with markets in a state of recovery after a recession or at all-time highs, just ahead of a crisis.  
 

ADAS cross cycle performance 
 

ADAS as a long/short fund performs across the cycle in a more stable manner than the index. Over the past three 
years ADAS can achieve superior returns with lower volatility and performs in line with a long short strategy with, at 
times, very low or even negative market exposure. 2018 proved to be the ideal environment for this strategy as 
market corrections generated great shorting opportunities and undervalued markets where directors could buy their 
stock at favourable valuations.  
 
It is important to consider performance over the cycle not just look at the short term. That is what directors do.   
 
The chart below clearly indicates that there are periods of reduced performance or even drawdowns that result 
from the potentially higher concentration in some stocks at some points and the stop loss not being activated in the 
first seven days of the holding period of the trade. 
 
Comparing the performance to the long short HFRX index would be a better comparison as the over levered nature 
of the current market environment favours holding levered beta. Downside volatility of ADAS in comparison to the 
HFRX shows that the risk adjusted reward profile of ADAS is clearly superior. 
 
Directors will be right over the medium to long term, but there can be periods in between when they’re not right. 
 

  
Figure 6: ADAS performance vs HFRX index 
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Strategy: ADAS is a systematic US equity long/short UCITS, focused on $1bn+ mid- and large caps 
 
Key Features:  

► Intuitive: Corporate insiders know more than anyone about their shares  
ADAS seeks pure trading signals to align with corporate insiders 

► True Alpha: When correctly filtered, directors’ dealings generate true alpha 

ADAS generates long and short profits independently – the holy grail of absolute return  

► Positive Convexity: The strongest signals are generated ahead of the largest moves 

ADAS stop loss methodology further adjusts net exposure as prices rise or fall 
 

  Altana Director Alignment Strategy – Gross performance 

 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD 

2016 2.60% 1.43% -0.17% 4.05% -0.38% -1.01% -1.59% 5.72% 0.55% -0.71% 6.23% 3.61% 21.86% 

2017 0.79% 0.77% 0.89% -0.32% -1.12% 1.55% 0.07% -0.39% 2.17% -0.24% 0.76% -0.66% 4.28% 

2018 1.56% 3.87% 1.97% 0.93% 1.89% 1.10% -0.79% 0.89% -0.18% 3.22% 1.14% -1.15% 15.33% 

2019 1.23% -1.22% -1.02% -0.85% -9.79%        -11.47% 

► Trading program research was completed at the end of 2015 

► Managed account track record January  2016 – May 2017 

► UCITS Fund launched in June 2017 

 

  Altana Director Alignment Strategy Fund (UCITS) – Net performance  

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD 

2017      1.33% -0.13% -0.60% 1.95% -0.45% 0.55% -0.87% 1.78% 

2018 1.08% 2.93% 1.41% 0.58% 1.35% 0.71% -0.80% 0.55% -0.31% 2.41% 0.75% -1.08% 9.93% 

2019 0.79% -1.30% -1.14% -0.85% -9.82%        -12.34% 

► From Jun 17 – Dec 18: Returns were capped at 2.5% total expense ratio. Cap includes the management fees and other fund expenses.  

Until the UCITS Fund reaches an AUM of 20 million the total expense ratio (TER) will be capped at 2.5% and rebated by Altana Wealth Ltd. 

► From Jan 19 – onwards: Performance is net of all legal, admin, trading and management fees. 

 
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or would like to receive further information. 
 
E: investorservices@altanawealth.com | T: +44 20 7079 1080 or +377 97 70 56 36 
 

Disclaimer This report is prepared by Altana Wealth Limited (“Altana”) , which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) in the United Kingdom (FRN: 532912). 

The Altana Director Alignment System (“ADAS”) is managed by Altana Wealth Limited. ADAS will be a Sub-Fund of Altana UCITS Funds Plc an investment company with variable capital 

incorporated with limited liability in Ireland with registered number 540012 and established as an umbrella fund with segregated liability between sub-funds pursuant to the European 

Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities).collective investment in transferable securities under Directive 2009/62/EC.The Fund is a recognised scheme 

for the purposes of section 264 the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 of the United Kingdom. Most of the protections provided by the United Kingdom regulatory system, and 

compensation under the United Kingdom Financial Services Compensation Scheme, will not be available. The contents of this factsheet are directed only at persons who would be defined as 

Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparty clients under the rules of the FCA rules. The services provided by Altana are only available to persons classified as Professional Clients and 

Eligible Counterparties (as defined in the FCA rules). As such, no reliance should be placed on anything contained in this factsheet by persons other than Professional Clients and Eligible 

Counterparty clients. 

In particular, persons who are Retail Clients (as defined in the FCA rules), should not act or rely upon the information provided in this factsheet and the services referred to herein will not be 

available to such persons. They are advised to contact their Financial Adviser. This factsheet is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where 

such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. It is the responsibility of every person reading this factsheet to satisfy himself as to the full observance of the laws of any 

relevant country, including obtaining any government or other consent which may be required or observing any other formality which needs to be observed in that country. This document does 

not constitute an offer to sell, solicit or buy any investment product or service, and is not intended to be a final representation of the terms and conditions of any product or service. The 

investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable for all recipients and you should seek professional advice if you are in doubt. Clients should obtain legal/taxation advice suitable to 

their particular circumstances. This document may not be reproduced or disclosed (in whole or in part) to any other person without our prior written permission. Although information in this 

document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, Altana does not represent or warrant its accuracy, and such information may be incomplete or condensed. All estimates and 

opinions in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and may be subject to change without notice. Altana will not be responsible for the consequences of reliance 

upon any opinion or statement contained herein, and expressly disclaims any liability, including incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors or omissions. The value of 

investments and the income derived from them can fall as well as rise, and you may not get back the amount originally invested. Past performance is no indicator of future performance. 

Investment products may be subject to investment risks, including but not limited to, currency exchange and market risks, fluctuations in value, liquidity risk and, where applicable, possible loss 

of principal invested. The information contained in this document is merely a brief summary of key aspects of the Fund. More complete information on the Fund can be found in the prospectus 

or key investor information document. These documents constitute the sole binding basis for the purchase of Fund units. Issued by Altana Wealth June 2019 

 

For further information: please contact us at investorservices@altanawealth.com; London: +44(0) 207 079 1088 or Monaco: +377 97 70 56 36. 
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